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I
nternet governance has moved beyond a narrow technical dimension of the early days and 
come to include all the key social topics, ranging from the digital economy, technological inno-
vation, and military modernization, to political stability. It compasses all the stakeholders of the 

state, private sector, and civil society, and involves all the government institutions from commerce 
to defense. While the Internet empowers the grassroots and creates new opportunities for social 
justice, it is increasingly being haunted by military adventures, power competitions, disinformation 
campaigns, and financial fraud. Luckily, the plurality of relevant actors in cyberspace means that 
many of the proposed norms on regulating cyber behavior have wider appeal than it may seem.

This article firstly discusses how China perceives external threats, and observes that history or 
sovereignty is China’s dominant perspective about cybersecurity. Then, it points out the fact that 
China is the most dependent country on the digital economy, and development is the dominant 
perspective in that field. It argues that China’s worldview about cyberspace is reflected in its Con-
fucian and Daoist traditions, and recommends a transnational and pluralistic approach to looking 
at cyberspace. It concludes with an analysis of several developing cyber norms. 

In terms of security, a dominant Chinese perspective about cyberspace has been shaped and pre-
determined by past historical experiences and memories inherited and projected from the agrar-
ian and industrial ages. This can be said to be a Chinese perspective about cybersecurity, under 
which cyberspace is a new domain where external threats originate.
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In agrarian centuries, external threats mainly came from the land, and nomads in the territories 
north and west of the Great Wall had a natural tendency to execute large-scale invasions in times 
of bad weather and in periods of China’s disunity.1 The need to exercise national defense against 
nomads is one of the three factors ruling out the possibility of a decentralized China, in addition to 
the necessity to tame the Yellow River and the obligation to commit vast resources to save people 
and regions struck by drought and flood caused regularly by fluctuations in the monsoon rainfall. 
Against such a backdrop, a unified China was born as early as 221 BC, and this feature of early uni-
fication and centralized governance serves as the sole and most evident difference between Chi-
nese and European cultures.2 From then on, unity, oneness, and harmony as important Chinese 
cultural values have been emphasized.

Over the industrial centuries, major threats were from the sea, and China was repeatedly defeated 
by European and Japanese powers. The one hundred years, from the 1840s to the 1940s, of for-
eign subjugation and occupation is referred to as the “era of national humil-
iation” in history discourse and political rhetoric.3 The desire to account for 
this is reflected in the first words of the Chinese national anthem, which call 
on China to “stand up.”  

In the digital age, cyberspace has been added as a new frontier where ex-
ternal threats against China’s integrity and unity originate. At the beginning, 
cybersecurity was understood from an information security perspective. 
The online content filtering system known as the Great Firewall started to 
operate in 2003. The 2013 Snowden leaks made China aware of the fact 
that Chinese targets—ranging from private companies such as Huawei, to 
universities such as Tsinghua University, to the very top of China’s leader-
ship, China’s President—are vulnerable to foreign intelligence agencies. 

It was within this context that institutional reforms were made and the 
Leading Small Group for Cybersecurity and Informatization was estab-
lished in 2014, representing a distinctive shift of approaching Internet 
issues from a perspective of economic growth and content challenges, in addition to that of in-
frastructure security. In December 2015, the Chinese President, Xi Jinping, proposed the notion of 
cyber sovereignty as a response to external cyber threats. 

Development is the dominant perspective when looking at the Chinese economy in general and 
the digital economy in particular. On 20 September 1987, China successfully sent the first email to 
Germany, entitled “across the Great Wall we can reach every corner in the world.” On 20 April 1994, 
China achieved full-functional connection to the Internet by opening a line through Sprint Co. Ltd. 
The Internet was introduced into China in the late 1980s and early 1990s, in a social background 
with two distinct features. 

Firstly, the first unique feature was the rise of the grassroots user base. Decades of radical revo-
lutions and social movements had flattened the traditionally hierarchical Chinese society and re-
moved the ropes and chains binding the people, such as imperial authority, clan authority, religious 
authority, and patriarchal authority. Radical revolutions went to such extremes that traditional hier-
archical codes were abolished, Buddhist temples were torn down, family-tree books were burned, 
and worship of ancestors was abandoned. Most effective of all, gender equality has been legally 
guaranteed.4 Without these steps, it is difficult to imagine that a grassroots user base—with the In-
ternet being available to the common people—would have been possible at all.  

In terms of security, 
a dominant Chinese 
perspective about 
cyberspace has 
been shaped and 
predetermined 
by past historical 
experiences and 
memories inherited 
and projected from 
the agrarian and 
industrial ages.
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A second feature was the rise of the market. The Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Com-
mittee held in 1978 paved the way for the installation and prosperity of market mechanisms, in 
pursuit of modernization. Private ownership was acknowledged and legally regulated. Economic 
development was the new logic of social evolution. As a result, China entered a massive economic 
growth phase unlike anything in human history. Chinese society is therefore undergoing a rapid 
transition on three levels: the agrarian level, the industrial level, and the informational level. Unlike 
with advanced Western economies in which the industrial phase alone took three centuries, the 
two transitions on the three levels have been happening simultaneously in China over the last four 
decades. 

It was against this social background, featured by the co-rise of the grassroots user base and the 
market, that the Internet was introduced into China in the late 1980s, where it unleashed waves of 
innovations and changes that are arguably deeper than that which has been witnessed elsewhere. 
Led by the Internet and new ICTs, and globally integrated into the world economy through trade 
regimes such as the WTO, these innovations have nurtured the emergence of scores of leading 
companies. This includes the manufacturer Huawei, technology conglomerate Tencent, electron-
ics company Xiaomi Inc., and also Internet giants such as the Internet search engine Baidu, e-com-
merce giants Alibaba and JD.com, the online content platform ByteDance, life service platform 
Meituan, ride-sharing giant Didi, microblog social network Sina Weibo, and video-hosting service 
Youku Tudou, among others. 

These domestically or locally dominating technology companies, together with a plethora of oth-
er digital businesses, are defining the digital lifestyles of nearly one billion Chinese Internet users. 
China's digital economy was valued at 39.2 trillion Yuan (approximately 6 trillion USD) in 2020, ac-
counting for 38.6 percent of the GDP of the same year, and from that perspective making China 
the most dependent country on the digital economy.5 This pursuit for digital prosperity serves as 
the economic reason for China’s vision about building “a community of shared future for mankind in 
cyberspace.”6 This makes China the least willing and the most anxious to see signs of fragmenta-
tion of the Internet, and a potentially strong supporter of many developing cyber norms proposed 
by state or non-state actors as diverse as Microsoft Corporation, the Global Commission on the 
Stability of Cyberspace, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the Internet & Jurisdic-
tion Policy Network, French President Emmanuel Macron, and Internet pioneer Tim Berners-Lee. 

In contrast to the Chinese perspectives of approaching cybersecurity from history or from a sover-
eignty perspective, and approaching the digital economy from a development or globalization per-
spective, a typical Western way of addressing cyberspace, however, often seems viewed through 
a lens of good guys versus bad guys, or even good versus evil. While the Chinese viewpoint sees 
itself as essentially pragmatic, it often considers the Western viewpoints to be essentially moralis-
tic, at best. From the 2017 Trump Administration onwards, this worldview of good guys versus bad 
guys has become increasingly salient and has been translated into concrete digital policies, driving 
global Internet governance into a downward spiral of fragmentation and foreseeing a scenario of 
a digital Cold War. 

Represented by the Clean Network Initiative, a systematic and historically unprecedented inter-
vention in the global supply chain is taking place. This not only interrupts the roll-out of 5G, seen as 
being an important technological development, but also other cutting-edge technologies. These 
anti-trade measures are gaining momentum and casting divisions in the global Internet ecosys-
tems at the cost of global businesses. 
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Numerous proposals and initiatives demonstrating the good-guys-versus-bad-guys perspective 
are being made. Nations as diverse as Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea are conveniently cate-
gorized together by a plethora of politicians, think tankers, and sometimes even by academia, and 
packaged into enemies, bad guys, adversaries, or, at best, as competitors. These voices claim to 
warn about “the rise of digital authoritarianism.”7 China was labeled as representing a “digital au-
thoritarian model”8 and was constantly accused of spreading “authoritarian tech.”9 At the same 
time, the EU and the United States are called upon to work on “countering digital authoritarianism” 
and “addressing China together.”10

The increasing popularity of the rhetoric happens before a backdrop of rising geopolitical tensions 
in the digital and non-digital realms. But the terminology is not new. Broadly, it resembles a digi-
tal rearticulation of a mixture of Orientalist imaginations, a Cold War ideological framework, and a 
Huntington lens of civilizational clashes. 

Specifically, it is a digital rebirth of Four Theories of the Press: authoritarian theory, libertarian theory, 
social responsibility theory, and Soviet Communist theory,11 which were written in the years of the 
Cold War. All the good virtues, such as libertarianism and social responsibility, are owned by the 
West. All the bad characteristics, such as authoritarianism and Soviet Communism, are attached 
to the others. The Four Theories framework of thinking had influenced media and communication 
learners for decades before it was systematically reflected and fundamentally challenged, in Me-
dia, Messages, and Men,12 Agents of Power,13 Last Rights: Revisiting Four Theories of the Press,14 and 
Normative Theories of the Media.15

Rather than applying the good-guys-versus-bad-guys perspective, it would be more appropriate 
to argue that all societies and cultures have both authoritarian and libertarian orientations in han-
dling the mixed security and development challenges posed by cyberspace, and each orientation 
occupies a position in the libertarian-authoritarian continuum. 

Under such a thought experiment, the United States as a nation in itself owns the most authori-
tarian and the most libertarian elements of Internet governance, occupying the two ends of the 
continuum. The U.S. military and NATO, located in the far left of the continuum, are, knowingly or 
not, shaping the most authoritarian elements of Internet governance, by imagining enemies or 
adversaries that need combatting. On the other side, the U.S. IT sector, Silicon Valley, and Inter-
net technical communities, located in the far right of the continuum, are promoting the most lib-
ertarian version of Internet governance. They represent 
two contradictory values and practices, and their ways 
of cooperation and competition in the digital age would, 
to a large extent, decide the fate of the Internet. There has 
never been a singular value about cyberspace, even in the 
United States itself—the birthplace of the Internet.

The same may also be true about China, which has its au-
thoritarian and libertarian traditions that are represented 
by Confucianism and Taoism. They are the hidden codes that guide thinking about old fields and 
new domains. Taoism and Confucianism are both opposites and complementary. Xiao summa-
rizes: “Whereas Confucius and Mencius, one of the foremost Confucian thinkers, promoted moral 
cultivation and a hierarchical system of human relations as solutions to the social chaos of their 
times, the founders of Taoism, the mythical Laozi and Zhuangzi, viewed such moral and social ef-
forts as artificial constraints on the very nature of human beings and the Tao (Way) of the universe. 

While the Chinese viewpoint 
sees itself as essentially 
pragmatic, it often considers 
the Western viewpoints to be 
essentially moralistic, at best.
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Laozi and Zhuangzi advocated the idea of wuwei (effortless action), which has led to Taoism being 
associated with the themes of naturalness, spontaneity, relatedness, pluralism, anarchism, and 
laissez-faire government.”16 

Chen observes that the fundamental difference between Confucianism and Taoism is that they 
evolve respectively into the ideological agents of state actors and non-state actors, and the former 
often serves a restricting role, the latter an intriguing and liberating role.17 The early days of Internet 
growth were an annotation of a Taoist approach. “Its development was driven by non-governmen-
tal developers, providers, and users of the new services.” “Internet standards, codes, and guide-
lines…came not top down by majority voting of elected parliamentarian representatives, but were 
drafted bottom up by the respected and competent key players of the global Internet community.”18 

As cyberspace evolves to include more stakeholders, tensions between different pillars of soci-
ety exist. State, commercial, and grassroots logics meet, expand, interact, and compete in the new 
domain. Domestic disagreements between different actors about how the Internet should be gov-
erned are no less evident than in the global arena. 

As one example, the private online video platforms did not rise and succeed in China overnight. 
They survived a most tightly regulated broadcasting sector, and it took many struggles to push 
back China’s state efforts to have them nationalized. As another example, the cities of Beijing 
and Shenzhen have drastically different ride-sharing policies, reflecting different local priorities. 
In terms of the grassroots Internet financing industry serving a completely new consumer credit 
market, there have been rising tensions between the new companies and vested interests in the 
state-controlled banking sector. 

Together with all the domestic and geopolitical realities, cyberspace differs from many other do-
mains in that it covers a whole spectrum of dimensions, and these dimensions are interconnected 
and intertwined due to the oneness nature of the global Internet. Under the circumstance, globally 
speaking, it is difficult to repeat the successes in nuclear weapons (Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons), sea (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea), and climate change 
(Paris Climate Agreement). The current fragmented landscape of cyber and digital dialogues will 
continue for longer than perhaps was originally hoped by early observers. 

However, in spite of the challenges and frustrations, global efforts to reach agreement on certain 
cyber norms are delivering positive results. States, businesses, and civil society actors are seeking 
global solutions. In December 2014, Microsoft proposed six cybersecurity norms. In November 
2018, the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace issued its final version of an eight-
norms package.19 Many of these norms were already referenced in the nine principles of the Paris 
Call.20

In July 2019, Tim Berners-Lee published the first draft text of the Contract for the Web, propos-
ing eight principles by which to save the Internet.21 In September 2020, Chinese Foreign Minister 
Wang Yi launched Global Data Security Initiative, outlining eight principles calling for a facts-based 
approach instead of an ideological one, by which to solve global data disputes.22 In March 2021, 
the OEWG 2019-2020 published its final report. In May 2021, the UN GGE 2019-2020 adopted a 
consensus report.

While the above-mentioned initiatives reveal quite different understandings about cyberspace, 
they contain many vivid details and, most important of all, they aim at seeking global solutions rath-
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er than at just making accusations. State and non-state stakeholders’ positions regarding cyber 
espionage, the public core of the Internet, cross-border content, and cybersecurity vulnerability, 
are gaining visibility. Most tellingly, a number of seemingly very different norms have turned out to 
be closer to each other then they had originally seemed. 

These norms-building processes, with varying degree of success, underline a consistent and con-
structive thread in the global cyber dialogue. They persist in seeking global solutions and refuse to 
be carried away by increasing geopolitical tensions. Within the processes, actors from technical 
and political backgrounds meet, stakeholders from security and business circles communicate, 
and people with idealistic and realistic viewpoints cooperate. 

The first example is the so-called Cyber Espionage Norm.23 On 25 September 2015, China and 
the United States came to an understanding about cyber espionage activities. The norm limits 
the activity of espionage in that it disavows intellectual property thefts by military and intelligence 
agencies “for intent of commercial advantage,” while not addressing other forms of espionage. 
The norm was reconfirmed also between China and Britain (2015), the United States and India 
(2016), and China and Canada (2017), and was found in Group of 20 (2015) and Group of 7 (2017) 
outcome documents. It is also one of the nine principles of the Paris Call (2018). The most salient 
feature of the original Xi-Obama agreement is that it protects the vulnerabilities of the industry but 
does not weaken the strengths of the intelligence actors on either side. By that token, the norm 
symbolizes a win-win result, perhaps not just between China and the United States, but also be-
tween the industry and intelligence agencies. 

The second example is the Non-Interference with the Public Core of the Internet Norm.24 On 21 
November 2017, the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace (GCSC) issued a call to 
protect the public core of the Internet. The norm started as a report submitted in March 2015 to the 
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. “Its main argument is that the Internet’s infrastructure and core 
protocols should be regarded as a global public good that is in need of protection against unwar-
ranted interventions by states and other parties.”25 

The norm is similar to the cyber espionage norm in wording, and it nevertheless implies a message 
that penetration into undersea cables is permitted as long as it does not cause tangible damages. 
On the other hand, the most valuable part of the norm is that it may help to reduce the anxieties of 
many non-Western nations about the theoretical possibility that their country code top-level do-
mains, such as .uk, .de, or .cn, might be removed from cyberspace. 

The norm’s association with global public good does not appear in the final report of the GCSC, but 
does appear in the 2019 EU Cybersecurity Act, which states: “The public core of the open internet, 
namely, its main protocols and infrastructure, which are a global public good, provides the essential 
functionality of the internet as a whole and underpins its normal operation. ENISA should support 
the security of the public core of the open internet and the stability of its functioning, including, but 
not limited to, key protocols (in particular, DNS, BGP, and IPv6), the operation of the domain name 
system (such as the operation of all top-level domains), and the operation of the root zone.”26

China’s diplomatic position about the public core norm remains hesitant and unclear. In a state-
ment about the initial pre-draft of the OEWG report, China comments that the concept “has not 
gained global consensus yet.”27 However, the norm, particularly the EU Cybersecurity Act version 
that brings back the phrase “global public good,” gives a firm commitment about cyber stability and 
should be welcome in China.
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The third example is the Vulnerability Norm.28 In December 2014, Microsoft published International 
Cybersecurity Norms: Reducing Conflict in an Internet-Dependent World, and proposed six bold 
norms to limit conflict. The first norm proposed that states should be prohibited from inserting vul-
nerabilities or backdoors. The Microsoft proposal turns out to be the most prohibitive norm among 
similar proposals. 

In contrast, the GCSC’s proposal about the vulnerability norm is not as restrictive. It says that “state 
and non-state actors should not tamper with products and services in development and produc-
tion, nor allow them to be tampered with, if doing so may substantially impair the stability of cyber-
space.”29 The GCSC norm singles out the development and production phases and, meanwhile, 
the norm implies that even the development and 
production phases can be tampered with, if the ac-
tion does not impair cyberstability. 

Chinese legal language often indirectly indicates 
a prohibitive signal about inserting backdoors by 
state actors. However, China’s Global Initiative on 
Data Security does not mention how state actors 
should behave, but makes it clear that “ICT prod-
ucts and services providers should not install backdoors in their products and services to illegally 
obtain users' data, control or manipulate users' systems and devices.”30

The fourth example is the norm to not use ICTs to interfere with the internal affairs.31 On 9 January 
2015, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) proposed the International Code of Conduct 
for Information Security to the United Nations, pinpointing such a wording about ICTs and internal 
affairs. 

The SCO proposal is broad and contains both technical and content elements, but tilts more 
toward content. It has something in common with the suggestion in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 that 
cross-border propaganda may constitute a violation of sovereignty if it incites turmoil. Seeing itself 
as a victim of decades of one-way flow of information, China is more than willing to further define 
norms in this aspect. 

The proposed norms in this area are either technically focused or content focused. A pure con-
tent perspective is reflected in Article 20 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
prohibiting “any propaganda for war” and “any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that 
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence,”32 and the digital application of this 
international legal instrument is inspiring the cross-border content moderation working group at 
the Internet & Jurisdiction Policy Network, based in Paris.

GCSC represents a technical perspective when proposing a norm to protect electoral infrastruc-
ture, saying, “state and non-state actors must not pursue, support or allow cyber operations in-
tended to disrupt the technical infrastructure essential to elections, referenda or plebiscites.”33

The above norm-building processes show that, even though there may be very different motiva-
tions for actors to propose or agree upon a specific norm, in technical detail and outcome they may 
be more alike. This realistic, pragmatic, yet global way of approaching cyber challenges increases 
the odds of finding commonalities between different states, stakeholders, and cultures, reduces 
the scenario of a digital Cold War, and pushes global Internet governance toward a digital com-
mons, similar to the current direction in which global co-operation on climate change is heading.  

The public core norm, particularly 
the EU Cybersecurity Act version 
that brings back the phrase 
“global public good”, gives a firm 
commitments about cyber stability 
and should be welcome in China.
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